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a Nee York corporation, hereafter called "the 
AND NARLHOuiK NORKMS UnIOK, an incorporated aaaooi* 
tion all ilia tad with the dongreaa of industrial r sanitation, aa Local 6$, 
hereafter oallod "the Union", for and on bohalf of itaolf, ita aembers now 
employed, aad Ita present and future member# hereafter to ba employed by tba 
Company, baring heretofore entered into a collective bargaining agreement 
dated October 16 th, 1941# which aaid agrooaont by ita teraa expired September 
27th, 1942, do hereby agree that ell of the teraa aad coaditiona of aaid 
agreement dated Gotooar 16th, 1941 shell, froa the date hereof, be end raaain 
in fall fores aad offset, except in so far aa hereinafter epmoifioally changed 
or modified*
FIRST* Tho Sofaodalo "A" referred to in the paragraph entitled "FIRST" la 
replaced and auparaadad by the Schedule "A” hereto annexed*
SAC SDi The paragraph aarked "FIFTH" in 
on&nged ao that it ahall now reed ea followa:
aaid egreeaant la aodifled end
"FIFTH* All peraona employed by the Company for e period exceeding four 
(4) seeks ahall be considered regular employees and shell ba entitled to 
seniority rights* The Coapany nay discharge without cause say probationary 
employee during the trial period of four K)  seeks. All rehiriaga end lay-offs 
by the Coapany shell be in accordance with seniority, that is, the last person 
hired ahall be the first person laid off end tho lest person laid off shell 
ba the first per eon to be rehired. If aa eapleyee of one department is laid 
off, or about to bo laid off for lack of *ork la that dapertasnt, the 
employee ao laid off or abouttto bo laid off, obeli bo transferred to any 
other de erteent where an additional employee is needed, provided such em­
ployee is competent end qualified to work in such other department. This 
ahall not interfere with the regular seniority righto above provided. The 
Coapany ahall have the right at all tines during emergencies, including 
sickness or rush orders, to temporarily transfer employees froa one department 
to another."
THIRD* The paragreph narked "TENTH* in e«id agreement is modified end 
changed so that it ahall new reed as followa*
"TENTH: Tho minisum wage for tho employees shall be ea followa*- $20.00 
a week for ell male employee# and $19.00 a week for ell female employees.*
FOURTH* The paragraph marked "MJYANTR" in said agreement is modified 
end ehamged ee that it shell aos reed ea follows*
"ALAVEkTH* beginning ee of the week ending Ootober 2nd, 1942, the Company * 
shell increase the wages of oil employees asking over $17.00 e week by the aum 
of $2.90 a week. Any increases needed to put into offset tho minisue wages 
referred to in the "TRUTH" paragraph shell be deemed increases within tho 
meaning of that term ee used in thin paragraph. Inasmuch aa this egreeaant 
is retroactive ao far as the raising of alnimuno and tho increases of salaries 
arc concerned, it is agreed that ell weekly bonuses paid by the Company to the 
employees beginning Ootober 2, 1942 ahall be given effect in computing the 
amount due to eeoh employeesender the provision* of the tenth and Seventh 
Clauses. It is further agreed that the iaoreratd «*<*im«Me end meekly celery
increases provided for in the Tenth and Eleventh Clauses of this agreement 
are subject to the approval of the National War Labor Board and are not to go 
into effect unless and until such approval is had. The Company and Union 
shall forthwith apply to such Board for a ruling on the aforementioned 
proposed increases and miniimims. "
FIFTH: The paragraph marked "FOURTEENTH" in said agreement is 
modified and changed so that It shall now read as follows:
"FOURTEENTH" No employee shall be discharged because of absence due 
to illness or other good cause, provided such absence shall not continue for 
more them twelve weeks. If an employee is physically injured during the 
course of employment smd unable to work because of such injury, such employee 
shall not be discharged until the expiration of six months, the Company shall 
pay a maximum of two weeks salary during the term of this agreement to any 
employee who is necessarily absent from work because of illness and who shall 
present the Company upon his or her return to work the certificate of a 
physician showing that such employee was actually ill. In the event of any 
such absence, the Company shall immediately be notified and the Company shall 
have the right to send a physician designated by it to examine the employee 
at any and at all tiroes that the Company may desire. In no event shall any 
employee be entitled to sick pay for more that one Monday and one Friday 
during the term of this agreement. Any employee who claims or receives 
salary because of alleged illness and it is thereafter determined that such 
illness was not legitimate shall be deemed dishonest and may be forthwith 
discharged under the terras of this agreement.
"SIXTH" The address of the Union specified in Paragraph marked 
"SEVENTEENTH" is changed to 13 Astor Place, New York City.
"SEVENTH" The paragraph marked "TWENTY-EIGHTH" in said agreement 
is modified and changed so that it shall now read as follows:
"TWENTY-EIGHTH" This agreement shall go into effect immediately 
upon receipt of notification in writing by the Company from the Union to the 
effect that this agreement has been duly ratified; and shall continue in full 
force and effect until the 1st day of December, 1943. Not less than thirty 
days prior to the expiration of this agreement, either party may notify the 
other of its intention to renew or modify this agreement, and the parties 
thereupon shall enter into negotiations regarding the renewal of modification • 
If such negotiations are not concluded prior to the expiration date hereof, 
this agreement shall be, and hereby is, extended for 30 days from such 
expiration date for the purpose of permitting the parties to continue such 
negotiations.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has theat presents to be signed by its 
duly authorized officer and its corporate seal hereunto affixed, and the 
Union has caused these presents to be duly signed this day of January, 194-3
ZADEX FELDSTEIN CO. INC.
BY. £JL F M : -*
WHOLESALE & WAREHOUSE WORKERS UNION, 
LOCAL 65
by CLr✓ T r>q L>e 1>ol i ._________
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Union within £©;ty*©i$it US) hours whenthezw are rush orders, or within 
(3) working day* otherwise, tell wand to the Gonpany appileante who av*| 
qualified end ooupstsuU  The Ckwpaay shall not be entitled to hire help In th» 
orwn adtot inless the M n  ehall hsw fella' to auonlar aoallfled nidi 
ap lloorrta.
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SITTHt The Company shall continuously employ a crew of 
thirty-fire (35) persons and hey shall not be subject to lay-offs at any 
time unless there is a shortage of materials, a loss of business, a with­
drawal of capital, or any other emergency not within the control of the Comp­
any. Before the basis crew la reduced by the Company, the Colon shall be 
notified in writing by the employer and If the Union shall dirtsgrow with the 
Company as the necessity for such reduction, the matter shall be arbitrated 
as hereinafter provided*
SEVENTH* The Company may make such reasonable Shop Rules 
and proper for the conduct of its business, provided 
are not inconsistent with any of the provisions of this
as it 
however, the 
agreement*
EIGHT* Except as herein otherwise specifically provided, 
an employee may be discharged for just cause,but only in the manner hereafter 
provided. Dishonesty, a refusal to obey orders, inefficiency, laying down on 
the job, or a violation of any of the reasonable Shop Rules shall constitute 
just cause. The Company shell notify the Union of the discharge
of any employee for just oause* Should such discharge be for dishonesty or 
insubordination, the Company may require the employees to leave the premises 
of the Company at onoe. In the event the Union disputes that just oause 
ensists, such disputes shall be forthwith arbitrated, and If the decision or 
award on the arbitration is that the charge was not justified, then such 
employee shall be immediately reinstated to his or her former position and 
reimbursed for his or her ihim* of wages* Should such discharge be for any 
reason other than dishonesty or a refusal to obey orders and should the 
Union dispute that just cause exists for such discharge, the discharged employf- 
ee shall continue to work until the dispute has been arbitrated, as herein 
provided*
NINTH* The regular working hours shall start at 8*30 AJf. 
and shall end et 5*30 P.N. The hours of daily employment shall be consecutive 
and nay be interrupted for lunch only, which shall be e period of one (1) 
hour* Should any employee work more hours than herelnp provided, he shell 
be paid for such overtime at the rate of time and one-half. Any employee 
who has a reasonable excuse for not working overtime, shell not be required 
by the Company so to do*
TENTH* The niniaam wage for the employees shall be as 
follows*- 117*00 per week for all mala employees) 816.00 per week for employees 
In the Jar Department) $16.00 per week for employees In the Doll Department) 
$17*00 per week for employees in the Office, end #15*00 per week for employees 
In the CUok-daek and Assembly Departments*
ELEVENTH* Beginning as of the 
1941, the Company eheii „  the wages of
of $3*00 per week and all female employees by the 
Increases needed to put Into effect the minimum 
paragraph shall be deemed increases within the 
in this paragraph*
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ending October 3rd, 
anlcyeefl by the sum 
of $2.00 per week* Any 
referred to In the TENTH 
of that term as used
THEifTMi The company shall pay ths employe •»» fall salary for the 
folio*lag holidays ao if tfew eaployeae hue worked tbaroni- Hew Year'* Day 
Washington** Birthdey, Deooration Day, JuiyAth, Labor Day, Thanksgiving 
Day, Chriatmae, 3Jewlsh Holidays sad oaa half-day os May Day for the purpose 
of participating is the Union parade os that day. Mo lapioys* shall receive 
eospanaatloa for ooa-half of May Day unless suoh employe* aotuaJUy participa­
tes in said parade and the Union so oertifiea to the Company. All Catholio 
employees shall reoeiva payfor aay time lost for the purpose of attending 
religious servloes on Good Friday. Mo employee shell be required to work 
os any of tbs above holidays anises such employee shall first obtain tbs 
consent of the Union, which consent, however, *111 not bo ^-reasonably 
withheld. Any esployee, who, with tbs consent of the Union, works o: say suoh 
holiday shall sot only rsoalve pay for that holiday but also tins and one- 
half in addition thereto.
THIRTF: STTHj All porsons who have been actually ospleyad fey the 
Company for s total working period, sot aeoeseerily consecutive. ,exceeding 
one jeer, shell receive osa weak1 a v< oat ion with pay la advaaas. All 
paraona who have been employed fey the Company for three years or scare, 
shall receive a vacation of two weeks with pay is advance. The Company shall 
deaigsata the vacations of all employees dating the period fron May 1st to 
August 1st and shall notify eaeh employe* of his or bar respective vacation 
not Iocs than two weeks in advance of sens, and suoh vacation so designated, 
shall not be changed without the nutual consent of the Company and such 
employee. Should a holiday occur during the vacation of any employee, ha 
or aha shall be entitled to oaa additional day of vacation. In fix in g the 
periods of the employees, the Company shall give effect to seniority of em­
ployment co far ae possible with tbs proper conduct sad operation of the 
business of tbs Company.
FOQRTIhMTBi Mo employee shall ba discharged because of absence due 
to illness or other good cause, provided such absence shell sot continue for 
nave than twelve weeks. If as employee is physically injured during tbs 
course of eaplcyaent end unable to work because of suohiajury, such employee 
shall not be discharged until the expiration of nix sooth. The Company 
shall pay s max imam of two weeks1 salary during the tern of this agreement 
to say eaployee who is necessarily absent from work because of illness.
In tbs event of any such absence, the Company shall have tbs right to send 
s physician designated by it, to examine the esployee at any sad all times 
that the Company may desire. The Company may also require written proof of 
illness of any employee who Is absent from work because of the claim of 
illness. Any eaployee who oleins or receives salary because of alleged illness 
sad it is tfewr«after determined that suoh illness was not legitimate, 
shall be deemed dishonest and nay be forthwith disohargwd under the terns of 
this agreement.
FIFTI XTfii Any sad all disputes arising out of or under this 
agreeaeat, if not amicably adjusted by sad between (X)the crow steward 
and the repr^seatativw of tbs Company, or (2) by the Union and the Conpaqy, 
shall then upon written request of either the Company or the Union be re­
ferred for hearing sad determination to an arbitratordealgaatsd by the 
Volant xy Industrial Arbitration Tribunal ef tbs American Association, mad 
suoh arbitration shall be conducted under and pursuant to the halos ef 
said Association as than in fores, and tbs sward of suoh arbitrator shall 
be final and conclusive, and the parties shall abide by, comply with and 
perform suoh award. Tbs expenses of such arbitration shall be equally beans 
by the Union and tbs Conpaqr*
S1XTK HTHi Dobing tbs life of this agreement, the Union and its 
asabers shall act cause, sanction or tabs part in aqy *trik*( whether sit- 
down, stay-in, sympathetic, general or aiy kind) walkout, picketing, stop- 
pegs of work, retarding of wars, or boycott, cither primary or secondary, 
or any other iaterferoase with the business of the Company, nor shall there 
be any leek-outs by the Company, sxospt for and after the failure of either 
the Company or the Union, sc tbs ease any be, to abide by and perform tbs 
award cm any arbitration.
dEVSmiMTIii Any notions required by this agreement to be given by 
one party to the other eball be in writing sad sent by registered nail to the 
partite at tbs following addressess
I ladsk-Feldstein Co. -59 Most 19th Street,
V Msw lark City
Wholesale and Warehouse
Workers Union, Local 65 * 104 East 9th Street,
lew fork City
Should oithor party remove from suoh address, 1— ad, lata aotloa of 
•hall ha given to tha other party.
IIQHTKEHTHi ho alnor under the age of eighteen ye era shall he 
eaplsyed hy the Company, nor shell the Coatpaiy ewshow any dleorininatioa 
against or favoritism among its employee# for Union activities.
hUSSTEiHTM* This agree naat shell not be nod if led ley aqy enployee 
or group of eeployeas without the joint consent at the Union end the Coapeny 
ho modification of this agreeaent shall be aade unless in writing end signed )|y 
the Ooepegy end the Union.
ThFMTHiYHi The Company shall not nows its plant outalde of haw 
Tork City during the tern ef thin agreeaent.
nGhTT-FIKSIi The Union's eeoredited representative nay visit 
the oread.ae a of the Oonoanr for tha our doss of invaetinatins tha workixut 
oondltiona or conferring with the Company., hut tha eaplayeea shall not be inr 
terrupted in their work on any such occasion without the prior written con­
sent of the conpeqy.
msTX-SECGuDi The Coepany shall provide e suitable and aeoaaaihle 
apaoe to ho uaad as s bulletin board for Union noticea in its premises•
TIEITT-THIRDi Tha Company shall not aid, eo-oparata or assist sqy 
other concern engaged in the seas line of hueinees, whose employees are on 
strike or looked out during tha existsnoe of a labor dispute.
TIE ill-FOURTH i Aqy sale employee of tha Company, who, while in 
its employ is drafted for military duty, shall immediately upon hie re­
turn, be entitled to re-instate me nt with all the benefits ha enjoyed st the 
tlnehis employment was interrupted end the benefit of say general wage in- 
are aae which he would otherwise have reeeivwd. The Company shall pay to 
any such regular employee so drafted, two weeks' pay when suoh employee 
leaves his employ to eater military ear vice. I t suoh employes hae been em­
ployed ty the Company for at least four years theretofore, he or hie designee 
shell reoeive from the Company an additional week's salary at the end of six 
months' military service, and an additional week's salary at the end of nine 
months' military servioa.
TTEHTI-FITTHt Tha Company shall not contract out any work in the 
future other then it hae customarily dona in the past or unless during the 
removal of its pleat within the territory herein allowed, or unless jecauee 
the operation of its plant in prevented hy n cause beyond its oontml.
TVEHTY-SHTHi All regular employees of the Company shell grantee 
leave of abas nog for good oauee and upon return to work shall be reinstated 
to former positions with all tha benefits whieh ware enjoyed at the time em­
ployment was interrupted. Maternity, illness, physical injuries or full tine 
eervioe in the Union, shall be deemed good cause, exempt that in the letter 
event the Company shall reoeive two weeks' notiee from the Union that as em­
ployee is needed for full tine work, Suoh leaves of absence shell be without p ^  
except as herein beforeepecifieally provided.
TtfEHfT-SEVEHTHi The Onion shell exert nil its efforts to unionise 
ef the shops of the competitors of tbs Company whieh ere not presently
TWE MI-EIGHT fa i This agreeaent shall go into effect ee of the 
27th day of September, 1941, immediately upon reoeipt of not if lealion in 
writing by tha Company froa the Onion to the effect that this agreement bee 
been duly ratified) end shell continue in full feres end effect until tbe 
27th day ef September, 1942. lot lees then thirty date prior to the ex­
piration of this agreement, either party nay notify the ether ef its in­
tention to renew or codify this agreeaent, end the parties thereupon shall 
enter into negotiations regarding tha renewal or nodifieatioa. If suoh 
negotiations ere not ooncladed prior to the expiration date hereof, this 
agreeaent shell be, end hereby is, extended for thirty days from suoh ex­
piration date for the purpose of permitting the parties to continue suoh 
negotiations, provided however(that any modification agreed uponhy tbe parties 
shall be retroactive from the date of the beginnlngof each thirty day 
period). If the parties shall fail to agree upon suoh medifleatioe, this 
sgreeasmt shall terminate at tha expiration of suoh thirty day period.
In Vitaeas thereof, the Conpeay has caused these presents to he sig­
ned by its duly authorised officer and its eorporated seal hereto affixed, 
sad tbs Union has saussd these presents to bo signed the day and year first 
above written. ZADEk-FKLDSIEIM CQ.IIC./
XI ---Lfl_________________________________
VH01A&U2 AID VAR2H0USE 
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NATIONAL WAR LABOR BOARD
IN THE MATTER OF': March 3, 1943
WEST COAST AIRFRAME COMPANIES
Boeing Aircraft Co., Seattle and Benton, Washington 
Consolidated Aircraft Corporation, San Diego, California 
Douglas Aircraft Co., El Segundo, Long Beach and Santa
Monica, California
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, California 
North American Aviation, Inc., Englewood, California 
Northrop Aircraft, Inc., Hawthorne, California 
Ryan Aeronautical Co., San Diego, California 
Vega Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, California 
Vultee Aircraft, Inc., Dovmey, California
the basis of his views of the merits of this case to file this dissenting 
opinion. He fully appreciates the desirability of having the four public 
members of the War labor Board maintain a united front in point of view 
in deciding the complex labor cases which come before the Board. In ex­
amining and reexamining the record of this case he has .leaned over back­
wards in an endeavor to give the conclusions of the majority the benefit 
of every doubt and presumption, but he has been unable to square the 
decision of the majority with the historj and with the voluminous record 
of.this case when tested by the preponderance-of-the-evidence rnle. 
Therefore, in keening with his judicial obligations and responsibilities 
he is left with no other choice but to dissent.
Let it be clearly understood that the 'writer holds in the 
highest of resoect the intellectual integrity and judicial attitude of 
the three public members of the Board who prepared the majority decision. 
There is no basis for questioning their intellectual honesty, sincerity, 
or independence of judgment. The writer does not share the view of 
certain labor members of the Board that the majority decision in this 
case is the result of instructions, suggestions, or influence from the 
Director of Economic Stabilization. All of the public members of the Board 
as well as the Director of Economic Stabilization fully appreciate the 
fact that if the War labor Board is to function as a judicial tribunal 
for the settling of wartime labor disputes, it must safeguard its judicial 
procedures and permit of no administrative practice which would cause 
labor, industry, or the public to believe that decisions of the War 
Labor Board rest upon any other considerations than an application of 
economic stabilisation policies of the Government to the record of a 
given case. However, the fact must not be lost sight of that the Board 
is bound by the economic stabilization policies of the Government, and. 
when changes in those policies are enunciated it is the duty of the Board 
to apply the changes in decisions on cases coming before it.
and
UNITED AUTOMOBILE, AIRCRAFT AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT
workers of Ame r i c a, cio
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS, AFL 
NATIONAL UNION, UNITED AIRCRAFT V/ELDERS OF AMERICA
Cases Nos. 174 
307, 557, 558 
6O0, 409, 410 
673
DISSENTING OPINION
It ig with deep regret that the writer finds it necessary on
This writer does share the view of the labor members of the 
Board that the B»ard should reach its decisions in individual cases on 
the record and without consultation with the Director of Economic 
Stabilization-'. Once the Board has reached its decision in accordance 
viith its wage stabilization policies, then the responsibility rests 
with the Director of Economic Stabilization to reverse the Board or 
approve the decision. Any other procedure is bound to result in suspicion 
and distrust and is certain to destroy the judicial effectiveness of the 
Board.
It is the opinion of the writer that the findings and recommenda­
tions of the majority when considered in light of the record of this 
case are in the main unsupported by the preponderance of the evidence in 
the record, inconsistent with the wage stabilization policies of the Board 
as set forth in many decisions, and do not constitute a fair and equitable 
settlement of the issues. The major points of disagreement with the 
majority opinion are summarized below •under appropriate headings:
1. History of Case Shows Workers Suffer from Stabilization 
Bungling.
The Government cannot point with pride to the history of its 
efforts to stabilize wages in the West Coast airframe industry. The 
record of the case shows that in the Spring of 194-2, the collective bargain­
ing contracts in several of the airframe plants expired and negotiations 
for new wage contracts commenced. It cannot be successfully disputed on 
the record that if those negotiations had been allowed to run their normal 
course, the workers in most if not all of the plants would have received 
substantial wage increases by voluntary collective-bargaining agreements.
One company offered a 10-cent general increase, and other companies announced 
to their employees that they would meet whatever increases were actually 
granted by competing companies.
However, collective-bargaining negotiations over wages within the 
industry were suspended upon the representation of various governmental 
officials and agencies that the Government sought to bring about an 
industry-wide wage stabilization program applicable to West Coast air­
frame plants. At that time the Government had recently completed a wage 
stabilization pattern for West Coast shipbuilding, and it was being 
heralded as a great success and as offering a sound procedure for. stabilizing 
wages on an industry-wide basis.
It cannot be said that the Government's urging an aircraft stabiliza­
tion conference involved in and of itself any express or implied promise on the 
part of the Government that aircraft wages would be stabilized upward. How­
ever, after studying with great care all of the surrounding facts and cir­
cumstances of the Government's various representations and proposals made 
at the time as shown by the record, this writer can reach no other conclusion 
than that by its conduct in the prciis-s the Government 'itself gave the 
aircraft workers reasonable cause to believe that a wage stabilization con­
ference conducted on the same general procedures as those which were followed 
in shipbuilding would result in upward wage adjustments applied uniformly 
throughout the industry.
It should be remembered that in May, June and July of 1942 hundreds 
upon hundreds of voluntary wage agreements providing for general wage in­
creases were being entered into all over this country. If the representatives 
of the aircraft workers had not cooperated with their Government by agreeing 
to enter into a joint wage . stabilization conference, unquestionably they 
would have been able to negotiate on a voluntary basis general wage increases 
with their
Pages 3 - 6 are missing
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noted to better jobs and the rate increase may not be made available to new 
employees. This fact may be taken into consideration when we come to consider 
inequities in the individual wage.rates now paid to the present employees of 
the Company, but it does not justify a general wage increase in the form of 
a cost-of-living adjustment under the rule of the "Little Steel" case. That 
rule,which is the basis of the maladjustment policy of the Board, has always 
been and must necessarily be based on average figures for groups cf employees. 
It is not intended to correct individual inequities and is not capable of 
doing so. Such individual inequities are, however, effectively corrected by 
the setting up of job classifications under the Board's Directive Order.
Inequalities and Cross Inequities, tfage rates prevailing on September 
14, 1942 may be adjusted, under the wag3 stabilization policy, to correct 
inequalities which are manifestly unjust and grossly inequitable. It is the 
purpose of correcting gross inequities in the wage rates now paid to 
individual Workers for the same or similar jobs that the Board has directed 
the establishment of the new job classification and wage rate schedule. In 
our opinion there is no single factor in the whole field of labor relations 
that does more to break down morale, create individual dissatisfaction, 
encourage absenteeism, increase labor turnover, and hcanper production than 
obviously unjust inequalities in the wage rates paid to different individuals 
in the same labor group within the same plant.
In determining what changes in relative wage rates are necessary or 
appropriate ‘to correct unjust inequalities in the existing chaotic wage . 
structure, we have to look first at the wage rate structure as it now is to 
find (a) how far the inequities should be eliminated by establishing narrower 
rate ranges for defined jobs, and (b) what wage rate relationship should be 
established among the ten labor groups on .the basis of rational job 
evaluation. <*hen the actual rates now being paid have thus been rationally 
adjusted in a way that fairly reflects the principle' of equal pay for equal 
work, we then have to determine, by comparative examination of wage rates 
prevailing outside of the airplane industry, whether or not any one or more 
of the rates, derived directly from thepresent wage structure by the proposed 
adjustment is at-a level which is manifestly unjust because'of exceptional 
or unusual departure from the prevailing range of rates for comparable 
occupations in the labor market area. If so it can be corrected without 
an unstabilizing effect. If not it should remain as it is.,
In making this comparative examination we are to be guided by the de­
clared policy of November 6, 1942 which says that the "wage rate inequalities 
and the gross inequities which may require adjustment under the stabilization 
program are those which represent manifest injustices that arise from unusual 
and unreasonable differences in wage rates. iVage differentials -which are 
established and stabilized are normal to American industry and will not be 
disturbed by the Board."
In the voluminous data on wage rates in Southern California submitted 
to the Board, and in the careful analysis of the wage data in the Porter 
report, we have reliable evidence of prevailing rates (l) in the shipyards,
(2) at the Son Diego Naval Air Station, (3) among the aircraft parts plants 
recently surveyed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and (4) the basic 
common labor rates among general manufacturing establishments in the area.
The shipbuilding rates for the more highly skilled jobs such as are- 
included in labor grades I to IV inclusive of the classification schedule 
of the Board's Directive Order do not differ very much from the prevailing 
rates for such jobs in the airframe industry or at the San Diego Naval Air
’ ■ ' a .
Station or among the aircraft parts plants. At the other end of the wage 
scale, however, in the lower labor grades the rates in shipbuilding are 
substantially higher than in the air frame industry; rates at the San Diego 
Naval Air Station are spread over a range that runs from approximately the 
prevailing airframe minimum rate of 750 up to the shipbuilding basic common 
labor rate of 880. In the aircraft parts plants comparable unskilled labor 
rates are lower than in the airframe industry and the average basic common 
labor rate among general manufacturing establishments in the area is about 
690’ per hour.
To determine the proper rate for airframe workers in the lowest gradt 
of the new classification we have to apply the principles announced in the 
Board's unanimous policy statement of November 6, 194-2 to a comparison of the? 
existing airframe rates for that grade of work with the prevailing rates for 
comparable work mentioned in the last paragraph. The present minimum rate 
for airframe workers is 750 per hour. This is already substantially above 
the 690 average common labor rate now prevailing in general manufacturing 
establishments in the area (outside of the airframe industry, aircraft parts 
industry, shipbuilding and the Naval Station). As is usually true in all 
labor market areas, the basic common labor rates show substantial variations 
from industry to industry, reflecting many complex and historical factors of 
real significance, including, of course, differences in the nature of the 
work done by the workers in these lowest labor grades in the several Industrie 
Thus in the Los Angeles area the basic common labor rates in the outside 
establishments (averaged for each named industry) range from slightly more 
than 500 in soap manufacturing to approximately 790 in glass. In aircraft 
pdrts manufacturing establishments in the area, the rates for occupations 
comparable to those in labor grade X run-from 500 to 750. Between these 
limits the comparable rates occur more frequently in the upper portion of the 
range. For the purpose of our comparisons in the present case, we have given 
weight to the frequency of occurrence of comparable rates by using the rate 
ranges in which fifty per cent of the comparable prevailing rates are con­
centrated. Fifty per cent of the rates paid in the aircraft parts industry 
for work comparable to labor grade X lie between 650 and 750. The weighted 
average wage (total hourly wages paid divided by total number of employees) 
is 700. There is in this comparison with wage rates paid in general manufactu. 
ing establishments and in the aircraft parts plants, no justification for in­
creasing the 750 minimum rate now paid to airframe workers.
The question remains whether that minimum rate should be increased 
because of the higher basic common labor rate of 880 in the shipbuilding 
industry and the 760 to 880 range of rates at the Naval Station. The question 
thus presented is very similar to the issue we decided in the Packinghouse 
cases. In those cases a geheral wage increase was asked (although no cost-of-* 
living adjustment under the "Little Steel" formula was due to the workers) 
because of the 5.50 increase granted to the workers in the steel industry.
The Board refused to grant the proposed general wage increase .under such 
circumstances on the ground that it would result in the establishment of a 
general wage level significantly in excess of September 194-2 and would be 
entirely inconsistent with the Act of Congress of October 2, 194-2 and with 
Executive Order #9250. At the same time, the Board declined to raise the 
level of basic common labor rates in the packinghouses to bring them up to 
the higher level of v/ages for common labor in the steel industry. It found, 
on comparison of these packinghouse
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rates with the prevailing common labor rates in the Chicago area, that 
there wa3 considerable variation in common labor rates in j,he different 
industries but that the then prevailing minimum rate in thp packinghouses 
was not unusually or unreasonably out of line with prevailing comparable 
rates in the labor market area, and did not represent any manifest 
injustice. Precisely the same considerations applied to the present case 
have led us to refuse any general wage increase and also have led us not 
to make any increase in the minimum airframe wage rates because of the 
higher basic common labor rates in shipbuilding and at the Naval Station in 
the Los Angeles area. The comparison proposed in the Packinghouse case 
between packinghouse wage rateB and prevailing rates in the steel industry, 
certainly had at least as much justification as a comparison between the. 
shipbuilding industry and the airframe industry on the Vest Coast. Having 
denied the proposed wage increases to the packinghouse employees, the Board 
could not in conformance with the Act of Congress and E.O. 9250 grant a general 
wage increase or an increase in the minimum rate, to the airframe workers on 
the West Coast on the basis of any comparison with shipbuilding rates or with 
the rates at the Naval Air Station at Sam Diego.
The Board, therefore, finds that the existing differential between the 
minimum rates in the airframe industry and the basic common labor rate in 
shipbuilding is not e.n unusual and unreasonable difference in wage rates lead­
ing to manifest injustice,, but is an established and stabilized differential 
of a type which is normal to American industry and which will not be disturb­
ed by the Eoard.
Nine-tenths of the total number of airframe employees in Job grade A 
of labor grade X now receive 75$ an hour. That rate has been fixed as a flat 
rate for this classification by the Directive Order of the Board.
More than three fourths of the airframe workers whose occupations fall 
within Job grades B and C of labor grade X now receive hourly wages between 
75$ and 80$ of the remaining one fourth more than half are paid 80$ to 85$ •
The Board has fixed a range of 75$' to 80^ for job grades B and C in labor 
grade X, believing that workers capable of earning higher rates than 8C$ 
should be up-graded into the higher (A and B) job grades of their .respective 
skills. It seem3 quite clear that 75$ to 80$ is the proper rate range for 
this group. There is no justification, upon comparison with other comparable 
wage rates in the community, for making this wage rate range any higher than 
75$ to 80$.• , . ‘
Having thus found the appropriate rate for the lowest labor grade X 
we turn our attention to the highest grade I, II, III and IV at the other end 
of the wage scale. The highest grade I includes a small number (about 1$) of 
the most highly skilled and highest paid factory workers. Ninety percent of 
the workers ’in this small group now receive wages between $1 .12^ and $1 .50.
The most usual rates (middle 50$) run from $1.17^ to $1.55- The weighted 
average is $1.27. Comparable rates paid to workers in the aircraft parts 
industry also average $1.27* They run from $1.05 to $1.55, the most usual 
rates running from $1.25 to $1.50. Comparable Navy wage rates run from $1.22 
to $1.1*8. In shipbuilding these highly skilled workers are covered by pre­
mium rates above the $1.20 basic machinists rate. The minimum rate fixed for 
the airframe workers in this grade by the Directive Order of the Board is $1.25 
in these high grades embracing few workers with highly specialized skill, it 
is always necessary to allow a relatively wide spread between the minimum and 
maximum rates for the grade. Having in view the rates now being paid, the
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Board has sot tho maximum rato at $1.4-5, giving a 200 range of rates for this 
grade. Provision is further made for specialists rates running up to $1.60 
for not more than 10$ cf the skilled workers in this grade, What has just 
been said about the maximum -and minimum rates fixed for labor grade I 
substantially applies to labor grade II (which likewise includes only 1% 
of the factory workers), due allowance being made for the fact that the 
minimum rate fixed for this grade is $1,20 with a maximum rate of $1.35, 
with not more then 10% of the specialists paid hourly rates up to $1.45. As 
in grade I, the prevailing rates for aircraft parts workers in comparable 
occupations are in general slightly higher than those in tho airframe indus­
try, Tho average for airframe workers is $1.12 and for aircraft part workers 
$1.15. In labor grade III, which is also a skilled labor grade and embraces 
3% of tho total factory workers, the minimum rate fixed by the Board is $1.10 
and the maximum rate is $1,25, with not more than 10% of specialists up to 
$1.35. Tho range of most usual rates now prevailing in the airframe plants 
(middle 50$) runs from $1,00 to $1,15 and the average is $1,09. In the 
aircraft parts industry, on the other hand, the most usual rates (middle 
50$) lie almost exactly within the $1.10 to $1.25 range fixed for the air­
frame rates in out Directive Order, and the average is $1.16. Labor grade 
IV, which includes 5$ of tho workers, is the grade most nearly comparable 
with grades of skilled mechanics for which a base rate of $1.20 has been 
fixed in the shipbuilding industry. For comparable jobs In tho San Diego 
Naval Air Station tho rates run from $1,15 to $1,27. In the aircraft parts 
industry, tho rates are again slightly higher than in the airframe industry,. 
The most usual rates (middle 50$) run from 950 to $1,17 with an average of 
$1.05, Tho minimum rato fixed by the Board for this grade is $1,05 and the 
maximum rate $1 ,20, with specialist rates up to $1,30 for not more than 
10$ of the workers in the grade,
On the basis of the foregoing figures, there can bo no doubt that the 
rates fixed in the Directive Order for tho higher grades I, II, III, and IV, 
embracing altogether 10$ of tho workers, are fairly derived from the existing 
wage structure on the principle of equal pay for equal work as measured by 
the established job evaluation plan, and are fairly in line with the existing 
rates in the area for comparable occupations,
By those four grades at the ton and grade X at tho bottom the new classifi­
cation rato structure is firmly anchored at both ends.
Grade V, which includes only 2$ of the total factory workers is a 
somewhat special grade in the airframe industry and there are practically 
no comparable figures for other industries. It is placed in its proper 
position in the graduated scale of wage rates as measured by the established 
job evaluation plan, with a minimum rate of $1.00 and.a maximum rate of $1 .10, 
In grades VI, VII, and VIII, the minimum rates of 850, 900, and 950 
respectively, are in each case at the top of tho range of most usual rates 
(middle 50$) now existing in the airframe industry and lie somewhat above 
the avorage rates now paid to workers in those grades. These weighted 
averages aro 820, 860, and 890, respectively. Hero again, however, the 
range of most frequent rates in the aircraft parts industry is higher than 
in the airframe industry. The averages for the throe grades are 050, 900 
and 950, the same as the minimum rates fixed in our Directive Order.
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la Gyp do IX, which includes 31 percent of the classified worker* in the air- - 
frame plants, we have set the minimum rate at 8f cent's and the maximum at 90 cents. 
These levels of rates are clearly required as the result of relative job evaluatibn 
The minimum of 30 cents is 5 cents above that for the lower-evaluated jobs in Grad# 
X and 5 cents below that for the higher-evaluated Jobs in Grade VIII, The maximum/ 
of 90#; is 10# above that for Grade X, due to the need for a larger spread of rate* 
i* the upper grades, and is 5# below the maximum specified for Grade VIII.
While the rates for Grade IX are derived from evaluation in the first instance 
they are also reasonable in relation to existing rates of pay. The usual rates 
(middle 60 percent) in the airframe industry itself now run from 75# to 32f#, In 
the aircraft parts industry a considerable number of plants nay less than 75# for 
work of this grade. Outside rates below 75# are not directly relevant to those fc 
an airframe industry which already has a 75-r,ent minimum for exnerienced factory 
workers, UpwanH?rom 75#, the plant averages in aircraft pnrt3 range to 87#, accord 
ing to the recent, study of the Bur. of Labor Statistics. According to an indeuen- 
dent study of parts plants by the SiC.A.I, group, individual workers in aircraft 
parts factories are paid from 75# to $1.00 for work similar to Grade IX, half of 
there being at rates from 80# to 90#, the exact range here established for airframe 
plants. Thus the rates for Grade IX are as closely in line with existing levels 
as any that could be reconciled with the results of job evaluation.
It will be observed from the foregoing somewhat detailed discussion that the 
terminal rates of the wage scale of our Directive Order have been firmly fixed on 
the basis of prevailing rates. In filling in, between these terminals, the raten 
for the intermediate grades the Board has had to take into account two factors (l) 
the departures of existing rates in the airframe industry from the intermediate 
grade rates determined.by a strict application of the job evaluation ulan which hi 
been adopted by the Board, and (2) the relation of the rates prevailing in the air 
frame industry to comparable rates prevailing in the labor market ares. The princ 
iple of equal pay for equal work, applied on the basis of the established job eval 
uation plan, would result in the orderly step by stem progression of the minimum 
wage rates from grade to grade by equal increments. This progression does not 
bring the minimum rates for the intermediate grades up to the shipbuilding or Hava 
Station levels, but it does lift them above the averages of comparable prevailing 
raten in the airframe plants by somewhat irregular amounts. That such irregular 
inequalities, on the basis of averages, should exist is not surprising. We could 
not expect to create an orderly system by averaging chaos; it is necessary to intr> 
duce the rule of reason in the fern of a studied job evaluation. We have 3Ubstan*- 
ti&lly followed in our Directive Order the orderly progression of intermediate grad 
indicated by the job evaluation plan. Upon comparison of the resulting rates with, 
the comparable prevailing rates in the aircraft parts industry we find that the 
alight upward adjustment of these intermediate grade rates reculting from this de­
termination is substantially justified by that comparison.
It will be observed that the Board has not been able to approve the grade rate 
recommended in the Porter report. The. maximum and minimum grade rates fixed by the 
Directive Order are 5# below those recommended. Furthermore, the Board has not 
been able to approve the recommendation of the Porter report that "Each factory em­
ployee other than beginners * * * should receive an increase cf not less than 6# 
an hour; which increase should be/ffart of, but not in addition to, any wage adjust * 
meats that may be required" by the application of the new wage schedule.
J
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application of the new wage schedule. •
The Beard has rejected these proposals only after the most careful consider­
ation of all the available facts and application of established principles which, 
as above recited, lead to the firm conviction that such increases would be in di­
rect conflict with the wage stabilization policy.
On the evidence no general wage increase is allowable; the wag* rates fixed, 
by its Directive Order are proper to correct inequalities and gross inequities 
within the internal wage structure of this vUifclly important industry, and there 
are no unusual or unreasonable or manifestly unjust differences between the rates 
fixed by the Board and comparable rates now prevailing in the labor market area.
The Board has further disapproved the recommendations of the Porter report 
that "the basic- wage rates of classified factory employees should be advanced to 
the maximum rates in their respective wage groups (labor grades) by the amount of 
5$ an hour after each interval of thirteen (13) weeks; such automatic increases 
to be substituted f«r the present practice of wha.t are termed merit increases."
A great deal has been said in argument before the Board about merit increase 
as compared with automatic increases. It is undoubtedly true that an unreg­
ulated merit increase system may easily become discriminatory and a source of 
justified dissatisfaction. On the ether hand, it is our conviction that the 
propriety of an automatic increase plan depends a great deal unon the particular 
circumstances of the industry in which it is applied, and particularly upon the 
extent to which jobs in that industry are clearly defined and are paid for at 
wage rates reasonably related to one another. Bach of the companies involved in 
the present proceedings has one or another type of merit rating system in some of 
which the recognized bargaining agencies of the employees h; ve participated and 
in some of which they have, not participated. We have concluded that at this stage 
of the development of the industry, it is wiser to leave merit increases to col­
lective bargaining and to the existing merit systems, within the limits of the 
established wage rate schedules, in accordance with the provisions of our General 
Order ff5. For the time being particular cases of alleged discrimination may be 
handled through the established grievance machinery under observation of the West 
Cjast Aircraft Committee, which will be able to observe the effects of the exist­
ing merit rating systems and to pass upon any disputed questions that may arise.
While we have not "been able to apjrove the automatic increase provisions of 
the Porter recommendations,.we are convinced that the labor situation in these 
plants can be greatly improved by adequate assurance of a fair opportunity for ad. 
vancement, without favoritism nr neglect, of every employee who may qualify for 
an available job in a higher labor grade. To this end '.ve have, substantially 
following the recommendations of the Porter report, provided that any beginner 
who within the first sixteen C16) weeks of his employment has not already been 
assigned to an established job classification shall be entitled to a'review of 
his qualifications to determine the job classification to which he should be 
assigned and he shall be. classified accordingly. And we have further provided 
that any classified employee who has been at the maximum rate of his grade for a 
period of sixteen (16) weeks may have a review of his qualifications to determine 
whether or not he should he up-graded to an available better job.
J. Job Classification of Non-Factory Employees in the Plants
TI10 Directive Order of the Board provides for the working out, within 
three (5) months from the date of the Order, By collective "bargaining or "by 
determination of the West Coast Aircraft Committee of appropriate job 
classifications and appropriate wage rates and salary adjustments for the 
non-factory employees on the same principles that have Been applied By the 
Board in connection with the factory employees in these plants.
Boeing Plants in the State of Washington
1. Boeing Factory Workers
The Boeing factory workers are entitled to a cost-of-living adjustment 
under the established maladjustment policy of the Board. Their average 
straight-time hourly earnings in January 19^1 were approximately per
hour. Since then they have received one general increase of 8^  an hour.
This is 9*6/3 leaving a further increase of 5*U# or h.6$5 due them under the 
"Little Steel" formula on the 19^1 Basis of There is some indication
that the Base rate of 8b.JcjL has some second shift premium in it so that 
$.016 is an outside figure. Making as fair sn allowance for the premium as 
possible, an inside figure would Be $.0l3* The Eoard has selected $.0l5 in 
Balancing these figures.
The hiring-in rate for factory Beginners is increased from 62^ to 
67^, to Be advanced By an hour after each of two four-week intervals and 
5 ~2<fi after the third four-week interval, up to the minimum working rate of 8?-^ 
an hour. This rate of advancement is in conformity with the arrangement now 
existing in the California plants, But the Boeing rates run from 67^ to 82 
instead of from 60<j to 75^* This is in recognition of the higher rates which 
are paid in the Boeing plants in the State of 'Washington as compared with 
rates in the Southern California plants; the higher prevailing wage rates in 
the Washington area generally, and the fact that all of the Boeing employees 
are entitled to increased compensation under the maladjustment formula.
Examination of the distribution of existing wage rates at the Boeing 
Washington plants shows that it is very different from the distribution in 
the California plants. It tends to concentrate at four levels of 78$, 93^ > 
$1.13 and $1.23. Ftirthermore, Boeing has recently completed a job classifica­
tion of its own in conference with Aeronautical District Lodge j'751 of the 
International Association of Machinists. The Boeing Company has expressed 
a willingness to conform to whatever classification system is established in 
the California plants, But the Board is not satisfied under all the 
circumstances to decide at this time and at this distance that the S.C.A.I. 
plan 16 the most appropriate one to Be initiated immediately at the Boeing 
Washington plants.
 ^The Board has therefore provided that upon application to the West 
Coast Aircraft Committee By either the management or the workers at the 
3oeing plants in Washington, the Committee may initiate a joint examina­
tion of the uniform Job evaluation plan and classification schedule as 
established in the Southern California Aircraft Industry, to determine its 
adaptability to operations at the Boeing Aircraft Company plants in 
Washington. In considering the amount and distribution of any wage adjust­
ments that might result from any such adaptation, the parties and the 
Committee will Be guided By the principles dpplied By the Board in fixing 
~he appropriate wage rate schedule for the factory workers in the Southern 
California plants.
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Provisions Affecting all 7/orkers Subject to the Directive Order
1. Job Classification Review by the West Coast Aircraft Committee 
Realizing that the job classification schedule provided for the Californi
plants is no more than a broad initial step toward rationalization and stabili­
zation of the wage structure in these plants, and further realizing that any 
job classification system is properly subject to reasonable modification by 
collective bargaining in the light of experience, particularly in a rapidly ex­
panding industry, the Board has allowed for such collective bargaining and has 
empowered the West Coast Aircraft Committee, subject to review by the National 
War Labor Board, to approve modifications in established classification sched­
ules. In doing so it has included provisions which are intended to give imme­
diate stability to the established plan s‘o that the parties in the collective 
bargaining, and the Committee in approving any modifications, may be guided by 
the light_of experience with the plan which has now been established, or for 
the establishment of which the Directive Order provides.
2. Overtime. Overtime premiums are determined by Executive Order #924.0 o 
September 9, 194-2, and provision is made for the return to previously existing 
overtime premiums on the termination of Executive Order #924-0 and such other 
order or orders as may replace it.
3. Retroactive T/ase Adjustments. Provision has been made for a retro­
active wage adjustment in cash or in War Bonds as the employee may elect, for 
each of the employees who has remained on the payroll of the employing Company 
since July 6, 194-2, and for proportionate wage adjustments to employees who 
entered the employment of the Companies after July 6, 194-2, and who have 
similarly remained on the payroll. In all cases the lump sum retroactive wage 
adjustment has been calculated to closely approximate the average amount of 
wage increases per worker that results from the Directive Order of the Board.
In the Southern California plants the lump sum is $64.75 which is made payable 
either in cash or in the form of three War Bonds of face value of $25.00 each 
plus $10.00 itxcash. In the case of the workers in the Boeing plants in 
Washington the lump sum is $78.75 payable either in cash or in the form of 
four $25.00 War Bonds plus $5.75 cash.
After most careful consideration of the past history of wage negotiations 
at these plants, the Board has concluded that the employees are fairly entitled 
to a retroactive wage adjustment. The amount lias been determined on the basis 
of the general average of wage increase to present employees that will result 
from the establishment of the new job classification and accompanying wage 
rates. Actual wage increases applicable to individual workers, as a result of 
the Board’s Directive Order, are extremely variable. They are made up in the 
most peart of increases to those workers who are currently being paid wages less 
than the value of their work as determined by the careful job evaluation plan i 
that has now been established. Today more than ever before there is need to 
conserve all available manpower for the winning of the war. Time consuming and 
expensive calculations and prolonged negotiations are to be avoided if possible. 
The accounting difficulties that would be incident to calculating retroactive 
payments for individual workers are practically insuperable. The Board has 
concluded that it is better to provide for a uniform payment to all employees 
than it is to waste manpower and avert energy from war production by ordering 
a precise calculation for each employee of a payment which is, by nature, only 
approximate; and, furthermore, general consideration hereafter discussed apply 
equally ta all the employees who have stuck to their jobs and who have on the 
whole produced magnificent results in the production of airplanes for the war.
The great need to proniote the purchase of War Bonds is too obvious 
to require elaboration. The right-to receive cash payment is retained, 
but the parties to this case-are given a .splendid chance tp establish an 
inspiring record of v'luntary purchase of War B'-nds, and the Board earnestly 
urges the labor organizations involved in this proceeding to exert their 
utmost effort to-that end.
To understand the basic reasons which have led the Board to recom­
mend a retroactive bonus, it is necessary to review the history of the wage 
negotiations since April, of last year. In his economic stabilization 
message to Congress ,cn April 27, 1912, the President said:
"I believe that stabilizing the cost of living 
will mean that wages in general can and should 
be kept at existing scales. -*-**The existing 
machinery for labor disputes will, of course, 
continue to give due consideration to inequalities 
and the elimination of substandards of living."
c. • ' 1
In his ratio address ~f Aoril 2b, 1912, the President said:
"We must stabilize wagoc, ***Lo you work for
wages! You will have to forego higher wages 
for your particular jcb for -the duration of 
the war."
At that time the War Labor Board did not have the control of 
voluntary wage adjustments which has now resulted ’from the Act of Congress 
of October 2, 1912, and executive Order #9250, but the implication of the 
President's message to Congress and his radio address was -plain enough to- 
be understood by both management and wage earners. Notwithstanding this, 
the President of Louglas Aircraft Company on May 2, 1912, in a letter to 
the Chairman of the National War Labor Board, suggested that before wages 
were frozen in Southern Calif-rnia airplane plants consideration should be- 
given to increases which had takan place in the cost of living and to wage 
increases which had occurred elsewhere since the last general increase in 
Louglas rates; a suggestion which was later described by the maker (Bulletin 
to Employees, May 12, 1912) as a request to the government "to take immedi­
ate steps to authorize and-make possible ucward adjustments in your pay." 
Several of the companies operating airframe plants in that area had, in 
wage negotiations with their employees, made definite proposals of wage 
increases. The wage issue in the Vultee plant had, on May 26, been 
certified to the War Labor Board. Also in May, a deadlock had been reached 
in negotiations for ™age increases at Lockheed- and Vega. On June 30 the’ 
-North American contract was to expire. Under the’ collective bargaining 
agreement in effect at Consolidated, the union was able to open the wage 
clauses at any time on fifteen days' notice. The national economic stabili­
sation policy set forth in the message to Congress of April 27 required that 
all these negotiations for wage increases should be held up by governmental 
action ponding the outcome of efforts to work out a general stabilization 
program for this industry. The offers of the employers to make wage in­
creases were susoended, anc the expectations of the workers were deferred. 
Thus, ever since July 6, 1912, the Pacific Coast Aircraft Workers have had 
reason to expect some improvement in their rates of pay. But these expec­
tations, as well as the employer's offers were necessarily subordinate to 
the national policy. That policy is now expressed in the Act of Congress 
of October 2, 1912, and its maintenance is of prime importance particular­
ly to wage earners.
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The initial Pacific Coast Airframe Wage Stabilization Conference convened at 
Los Angeles on July 6, 1942. On July 8, the labor groups presented to the confer­
ence a motion to the effect that if the wage question was not disposed of within 
ten days, then the effective date of the results of the conference should be 
"July 6, or such earlier date as that on which negotiations of rates of pay within 
individual companies were stopped by the request of the lifer Production Board pend­
ing action of this conference, or where agreement had been reached by the parties 
setting a retroactive date when this stabilization agreement should become effect­
ive." The vote on this motion was a tie, and trie Chairman was not willing t« cast 
the deciding vote so that the motion was declared to be lost. But before the con­
ference recessed on July 16, the Chairman, who represented the bar Production 
Board, read to the working committee a statement in widen he said that on behalf 
of the government he was authorised to state tiat:
"Without forecasting results rhicn only tire Conference can determine, 
it is recommended, in view of the recess that decisions marie as a 
part of the stabilization program in all practicable instances be 
made retroactive to July b, except wherein a prior date may be agreed 
upon between Labor and Management in particular plants."
To a considerable extent the long delay in settling this case has been due to 
the time taken oy the government in a ateo by step development of a wage policy 
under counting war time conditions. Representatives of management and of the work­
ers have also required long periods of time to work out the details of a stabili­
zation program under these conditions of developing government policy. Those work­
ers who have remained faithfully at their jobs since July 6, 1942, have an equit­
able 'claim fof’ retroactive pay.
4. Hours of Work. No changes in the hours of work as now established is 
ordered by the Board, but provision is made for referring any dispute on that sub­
ject to the West Coast Aircraft Committee.
5* Duration. The conditions established in this important industry by the 
Directive Order, unless modified or terminated by the National War Labor Board, 
are to remain in effect for the duration of the unlimited National Emergency de­
clared by the President on May 27, 1941*
let us hope that that period will not be too long. If tne value of the work­
er’s dollar is to be maintained during that period, this Board must stand firmly 
upon the national wage stabilization policy. When the war is over, the tremendous 
productive capacity now being used to produce destructive implements ox warfare 
will be available for the production oi useful commoditiesj and tne workers of 
America, together with all their, fellow citizens, have the right to expect tn=.t 
when that time comes we may resume our interrupted progress toward a better stand­
ard of living for all our .citizens*
William K. Davis, Chairman 
National War Labor Board
WESTERN GROCER COMPANY 
(Marshalltown, Iowa)
and
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD 
OF TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, 
‘WAREHOUSEMEN AND HELPERS 
OF AMERICA, Local 790
(S)
February IS, 19A3 
Case No. WA-360
ORDER OF APPROVAL
By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in it 
by Executive Orders No, 9017 of January 12, 1942 and No, 9250 of 
October 3, 1942, the National War Labor Board hereby approves 
the wage agreement submitted by the parties on December 8, 1942,
i
s/ William H, Davis, Chairman s/ Reuben B. Robertson
s/ Frank P, Grahaip s/ Fred Hewitt
s/ Horace B. Horton s/ John Bropby
NATIONAL .'VAR LABOR BOARD
In the Matter of: :
:
ILLINOIS FANNIE MAY CANDY COMPANY :
(Chicago, Illinois)
and : Case No. VI-159
MISCELLANEOUS .WAREHOUSEMENS ’ :
Local Union No. 781 of the :
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD :
OF TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, :
WAREHOUSEMEN AND HELPERS OF 
AMERICA :
ORDER OF DISAPPROVAL
By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in it by
Executive Orders No. 9017 of January 12, 1942, and No. 9250 of Octo-
\
her 3, 1942, the National War Labor Board hereby accepts the recom­
mendations of its Regional Director and disapproves the wage agreement 
submitted by the parties on December 2, 1942. Wage increases made by
the Company already exceeded the amount allowable uqder the maladjust-
»
rnent formula.
s/ Frank P. Graham s/ Thomas R, Jones
s/Wayne L, Morse s/Cyrus Ching
Dissenting:
s/ Louis A. Lopez 
( SEAL )
s/ John Brophy
